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APPENDICES 

 

  

Appendix A: Table of the Source of Data 

No Website Data 

1. http://www.musicalenglishlessons.org/jokes-

exduo.htm#key 

 Data 1 

2. http://www.jokebuddha.com/  Data 2 

 Data 3 

 Data 4 

 Data 5 

3. http://www.ling.upenn.edu/~beatrice/humor/  Data 6 

 Data 7 

 Data 8 

4. http://jilljuck.com/teacher-student-jokes  Data 9 

 

Appendix B: Data  

 

Data 1 

First man : I‟ve just bought my wife a bottle of toilet water for £100. 

http://www.musicalenglishlessons.org/jokes-exduo.htm#key
http://www.musicalenglishlessons.org/jokes-exduo.htm#key
http://www.ling.upenn.edu/~beatrice/humor/
http://jilljuck.com/teacher-student-jokes
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Second man : You could have had some from my loo for nothing. 

 

Data 2 

A married couple was asleep when the telephone rang at two in the 

morning. The wife (undoubtedly blonde), picked up the telephone, listened a 

moment, and said, “How should I know, that‟s 200 miles from here!” and hung up. 

The husband said, “Who was that?” The wife said, “I don‟t know; some woman 

wanting to know „if the coast is clear‟.” 

 

Data 3 

A panda enters a restaurant, sits down, and order a sandwich. He eats 

the sandwich, then pulls a gun and shoots the waiter dead.  

As he stands up to go, the manager yells, “Hey! Where do you think 

you‟re going? You just shot my waiter and you haven‟t paid for your sandwich!” 

The panda yells back at the manager, “Hey, man, I‟m a PANDA! Look it 

up!” 

The manager opens the dictionary and sees the following definition for 

panda: A tree-dwelling marsupial of Asia origin, characterized by distinct black 

and white coloring. Eats shoots and leaves.   

 

Data 4 

Little Johnny greeted his grandmother with a big hug and said, “I‟m so 

happy you‟re visiting us again, Grandma. Now maybe Daddy will do the trick he‟s 

been promising us.” 

 “What trick is that, Johnny?” his confused grandmother asked.  

 “Well,” Johnny replied, “I heard Daddy telling Mommy that he was going to 

climb the walls if you ever visited us again.” 
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Data 5 

A woman goes into an antique shop and says to the owner, “When I was 

in here last week, I saw a big mug with a flat head that holds a lot of beer. I‟d like 

to buy it.” 

 “Sorry,” replied the owner, “but I can‟t sell you that.” 

 “Why not?” asked the customer 

 “Because that‟s my husband.” 

 

Data 6 

Teacher : How can you prevent diseases caused by biting insects? 

Jose  : Do not bite any.  

 

Data 7 

I clicked the tongue. "My new man. At nine tomorrow morning he will bring me 

tea."  

"Well, you'll like that."  

 "He will bring it to this room. He will approach the bed. He will place it on the 

table."  

"What on earth for?"  

"To facilitate my getting at the cup and sipping."  

 "Oh, you mean he will put the tea on the table. You said he would put  the bed 

on the table."  

"I never said anything of the sort."  

"You did. Distinctly."  
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Data 8 

A highway patrolman pulled alongside a speeding car on the freeway. 

Glancing at the car, he was astounded to see that the blonde behind the wheel 

was knitting!  

The trooper cranked down his window and yelled to the driver, "Pull over!"  

"No!" the blonde yelled back, "Scarf!"  

 

Data 9 

Teacher  : Tomorrow there will be a lecture on Pluto and Neptune.      

  Everyone must attend it. 

Student : Sorry, my mom wouldn‟t let me go so far. 
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